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About This Content

Download the fully playable Robin character. Robin comes complete with his own unique gadgets and special moves, and is
playable in all challenge maps in the game, as well as two additional challenge maps that are included with the pack: Black Mask
and Freight Train. The Freight Train Escape challenge map is a unique take on Arkham City, featuring brawler gameplay on a

2D plane. The pack also contains two bonus character skins: Red Robin and Animated Robin.
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Robin is so cool! Why they didn't add him to the main game I don't know? But he fights so awesome and is a great character to
play with when it comes to the challenges. I like how he uses his weapon to take on multiple guys at once and to be able to take
them all very fluidly. You get extra skins with this content which make it fun to choose which version of Robin to fight with. I
really wished they added Robin to the main game since he fits so well with the whole story and style it portrays. This
downloadable content adds more challenges and more to do in the game after you have completed everything else in the game. I
have enjoyed this extra content and I know you will too if you like a challenge.. Robin is so cool! Why they didn't add him to
the main game I don't know? But he fights so awesome and is a great character to play with when it comes to the challenges. I
like how he uses his weapon to take on multiple guys at once and to be able to take them all very fluidly. You get extra skins
with this content which make it fun to choose which version of Robin to fight with. I really wished they added Robin to the
main game since he fits so well with the whole story and style it portrays. This downloadable content adds more challenges and
more to do in the game after you have completed everything else in the game. I have enjoyed this extra content and I know you
will too if you like a challenge.. Warner bros spited on MK X, PC players and PC community. Warner bros spited on MK X, PC
players and PC community
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